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A large volume press coupled with in-situ energy-dispersive synchrotron X-ray was used to probe

the change of silicon carbide (SiC) under high pressure and temperature (P-T) up to 8.1 GPa and

1100 K. The obtained pressure–volume–temperature data were fitted to a modified high-T Birch-

Murnaghan equation of state, yielding values of a series of thermo-elastic parameters, such as the

ambient bulk modulus KTo¼ 237(2) GPa, temperature derivative of the bulk modulus at a con-

stant pressure (@K/@T)P¼�0.037(4) GPa K�1, volumetric thermal expansivity a(0, T)¼ aþ bT
with a¼ 5.77(1)� 10�6 K�1 and b¼ 1.36(2)� 10�8 K�2, and pressure derivative of the thermal

expansion at a constant temperature (@a/@P)T¼ 6.53 6 0.64� 10�7 K�1 GPa�1. Furthermore, we

found the temperature derivative of the bulk modulus at a constant volume, (@KT/@T)V, equal to

�0.028(4) GPa K�1 by using a thermal pressure approach. In addition, the elastic properties of

SiC were determined by density functional theory through the calculation of Helmholtz free

energy. The computed results generally agree well with the experimentally determined values.
VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941797]

The significance of SiC is manifested through its broad

applications at extreme conditions (high pressure, tempera-

ture, radiation, voltage, etc.). For instance, in addition to being

widely used for polishing, drilling, cutting, and grinding, SiC

is a promising candidate material to encapsulate the fissile

fuel in nuclear reactors because of its high melting point, high

thermal conductivity, and small neutron capture cross sec-

tion.1 Furthermore, SiC is a robust material for fabricating

composite materials. A strong composite consisting of alumi-

num oxide and SiC whiskers was first developed more than

three decades ago.2 Nowadays, more effort has been put into

discovering its advantages in aviation and aerospace indus-

tries,3 because its unique properties, such as high strength,

excellent thermal shock resistance, and low density compara-

ble to aluminum, meet numerous special technical require-

ments of aerospace industry. SiC is also an energy related

material. As a reinforcing phase, it has been a long-term focus

of investigation for developing novel superhard composite

materials that are suitable to drill wells for the exploration and

extraction of natural gas and crude oil.4–10

Thermoelasticity is a fundamental property of condensed

matter. However, except a few theoretical computations,11,12

the experimental investigation of thermal elastic properties is

scarce for SiC. In the present work, we study SiC at simultane-

ously high P-T conditions by using a large volume press inte-

grated with in-situ synchrotron X-ray radiation. By fitting the

P-V-T data to a modified high-T Birch-Murnaghan equation of

state (EOS), we derived a set of thermal EOS parameters for

SiC, such as temperature derivative of the bulk modulus and

pressure derivative of the thermal expansion. Furthermore, a

thermal pressure approach was used to calculate the

temperature derivative of the bulk modulus at a constant

volume, (@KT/@T)V, which is experimentally difficult to be

measured.

Additionally, computational simulations were conducted

with density functional theory (DFT). The effect of tempera-

ture was included through the harmonic lattice vibration con-

tribution on the Helmholtz free energy. The experimentally

obtained values were compared with those determined from

the simulations, and a strong validation has been established

between those two.

At ambient conditions, the crystal structure of SiC is

FCC (face-centered cubic) with a space group of Fm3m
(225). The starting materials of SiC powders with gain sizes

of 10 lm or smaller were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

The in-situ high P-T synchrotron XRD experiment was car-

ried out via using a DIA-type cubic anvil apparatus at the

beam line X17B2 of National Synchrotron Light Source,

Brookhaven National Laboratory. The sample under varied

P-T conditions was tested by a white radiation, and the dif-

fracted x-rays were recorded by a 13-element detector at a

fixed Bragg angle of 2h¼ 6.4900�. Details of the experimen-

tal setup as well as the preparation of the cell assembly have

been described elsewhere.13 Here, only a brief description is

given. The pre-compressed boron epoxy (4:1 in weight ratio)

with a cubic shape was employed as a pressure-transmitting

medium to maintain a quasi-hydrostatic environment sur-

rounding the sample. The SiC sample sandwiched by salt

(NaCl) powders was compacted into a sleeve made from bo-

ron nitride (BN). Then, this BN sleeve was placed into an

amorphous carbon tube that was used as a furnace to heat the

sample. Finally, this sample assembly was inserted into the

central hole in the boron epoxy cube.

In the present study, we used salt as an internal pressure

marker to determine the sample pressure. At each P-T
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condition, XRD pattern and Decker’s EOS of salt were used

to calculate the sample pressure.14 The uncertainty of the

sample pressure induced from the statistical variation of the

X-ray peak positions of salt is typically smaller than 0.2 GPa

in the present P-T range. A W/Re25%-W/Re3% thermocou-

ple in direct contact with the sample was used to measure the

sample temperature. Uncertainty of the sample temperature

was approximated to be �10 K. The temperature gradients

over the whole sample length and along the sample radial

direction are of the order of 20 K, and less than 5 K, respec-

tively, at the highest reached temperature 1100 K.13

Furthermore, we chose the positions near the thermocouple

junction to collect the X-ray patterns of the sample and salt

in order to minimize the uncertainty of the measurements.

All of the data were collected from a single high P-T experi-

mental run, which can avoid the systematic errors that are

typically present if the data are obtained from several sepa-

rate experimental runs.

DFT simulations were conducted with the Vienna Ab
initio Simulation Package (VASP).15–18 Potentials of Si and

C were selected via using projector-augmented wave

(PAW) method19,20 with both local density approximation

(LDA)21 and PW91 generalized gradient approximation

(GGA).22,23 The plane wave cutoff energy was chosen to be

520 eV. A 2� 2� 2 enlarged supercell of SiC conventional

unit cell was constructed with a 4� 4� 4 Monkhorst

k-point mesh24,25 to ensure convergence. During the itera-

tive minimization of the total energy, Gaussian smearing

was used with a sigma value as small as 0.1 until the con-

vergence criterion of 10�5 eV was met. To include the ther-

mal contribution at ambient pressure, we used the quasi-

harmonic approximation functionality of the code package

Phonopy.26–28 At each volume around the energy minimum,

force sets were calculated with finite displacement method,

and then were used to obtain force constants, dynamical

matrix, and phonon frequencies and eigenvectors on a

41� 41� 41 q-point mesh. They were further transformed

into the temperature dependent vibrational Helmholtz free

energies, which were added to the total energy obtained

through a VASP static self-consistent calculation.27,28

At each temperature from 0 K to 1100 K with a step of

5 K, Helmholtz free energies of SiC structures at 7 different

volumes around the energy minimum point were fitted

to the Birch-Murnaghan EOS, treating K0 as a variable.

Temperature-resolved parameters, K and a, were derived

from the fits, and because of the small temperature step,

those two parameters versus temperature were depicted

with smooth curves, as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).

The measurements were conducted by following the P-

T route shown in Fig. 1. The XRD pattern collected at each

P-T condition was fitted by Gaussian function to derive

the lattice parameters and then to calculate the unit cell

volume V of SiC at that P-T point. The data sets of P-V-T
are demonstrated in Fig. 2. In the present study, a

modified high-T Birch-Murnaghan EOS (truncated to third

order)29–33 was employed to fit the P-V-T data set and

derive the thermoelastic parameters, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

This modified EOS could be formulated with the following

equation:29–31

P ¼ 3KTf 1þ 2fð Þ
5
2 1� 3

2
4� K0ð Þf þ � � �

� �
; (1)

where

KT ¼ KTo
þ @K

@T

� �
P

T � 300ð Þ; K0 ¼ @K

@P

� �
T

;

and

f ¼ 1

2

VT

VPT

� �2
3

� 1

" #
; VT ¼ Vo exp

ð
a 0; Tð ÞdT

� �
:

FIG. 1. The P-T route of the measurement. The experiment started with the

collection of X-ray pattern at ambient condition (point 1). After that, pres-

sure was increased to �3 GPa (point 2), and then, the sample was heated to

1100 K (point 3), followed by stepwise cooling to 900, 700, 500, and 300 K

(points 4–7), respectively. At each temperature point, X-ray pattern was

recorded. Starting from point 7, the measurements entered into the second

cycle. Pressure was increased to �5 GPa (point 8), under which the sam-

ples were heated and cooled at a series of temperatures as those in the first

run cycle. The heating-cooling cycle was repeated at higher pressures. At

point 25, the pressure was released to point 26, where the final heating-

cooling cycle occurred.

FIG. 2. The P-V-T data of SiC. The points with various shapes and colors

represent the data derived from the experimental measurement and the

curves illustrate the least-squares fitting via using the modified high-T
Birch-Murnaghan EOS. The unit cell volume at ambient conditions (Vo)

resulted from the P-V-T fit is consistent with the value reported in the

JCPDS file 04-0836.
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The physical meanings of the variables in the above

equations are given as follows:

KTo: isothermal bulk modulus at ambient temperature

KT: isothermal bulk modulus at a nonambient temperature T
(@K/@T)P: temperature derivative of the bulk modulus

(@K/@P)T: pressure derivative of the bulk modulus.

Vo: unit-cell volume at ambient conditions

VT: unit-cell volume at atmospheric pressure and tempera-

ture T
VPT: unit-cell volume at a nonambient P-T condition

a(0, T): volumetric thermal expansion at atmospheric pres-

sure, commonly formulated by a(0, T)¼ aþ bT� c/T2 (T in

Kelvin).34

In Equation (1), the thermal effect on material’s response

to pressure is considered by replacing Ko and Vo/VP, typical

parameters in isothermal EOS, with KT and VT/VPT,

respectively. During the data processing, K’ is set to be 4.

Meanwhile, in order to simplify the data fitting, the higher

order terms, such as c/T2 in a(0, T), @2K/@T2, and @2K/@P@T,

were not taken into account. A least-squares fit to the P-V-T
data with Equation (1) yields KTo¼ 237(2) GPa, (@K/@T)P

¼�0.037(4) GPa K�1, and a(0, T)¼ aþ bT with a¼ 5.77(1)

� 10�6 K�1 and b¼ 1.36(2)� 10�8 K�2. Errors, enclosed in

the parentheses, come from the least-squares fitting. The pres-

sure derivative of the volumetric thermal expansion, (@a/

@P)T, was calculated from the thermodynamic identity

@a
@P

� �
T

¼ @K

@T

� �
P

K�2
To
; (2)

and was found to be �6.53 6 0.64� 10�7 K�1 GPa�1. We

approximated the uncertainty of (@a/@P)T from the error

propagation of KTo and (@K/@T)P.

Another thermoelastic parameter (@KT/@T)V, the temper-

ature derivative of the bulk modulus at a constant volume, is

important and conveys many thermodynamic insights, but is

difficult to be determined directly from experimental mea-

surement. Here, we used a thermal pressure approach31,35–39

to derive it. In this approach, thermal pressure, Pth, is defined

as the difference between two pressures with the same vol-

ume, one measured at a given temperature and the other cal-

culated from Equation (1) at room temperature. The thermal

pressure against temperature is plotted in Fig. 3. Meanwhile,

there is an alternative method,35,37 which can be used to cal-

culate the thermal pressure with a given volume at any tem-

perature above 300 K. It is represented by the following:

DPth ¼
ðT

300

@P

@T

� �
V

dT ¼ Pth V; Tð Þ � Pth V; 300ð Þ

¼ aKT V300; Tð Þ þ @KT

@T

� �
V

In
V300

V

� �" #
T � 300ð Þ:

(3)

Then, fitting the plot of thermal pressure versus temperature

using Equation (3) as shown in Fig. 3 yields the values of

aKT(V300, T) and (@KT/@T)V: 0.0032(6) and �0.028(4)

GPa K�1, respectively. Furthermore, from the thermody-

namic identity

@KT

@T

� �
V

¼ @KT

@T

� �
P

þ @KT

@P

� �
T

aKT V300; Tð Þ: (4)

(@KT/@T)P was calculated to be �0.041(6), which is consist-

ent with the value derived from Equation (1). We recalcu-

lated (@a/@P)T by substituting (@KT/@T)P into Equation (2),

resulting in a value of �7.23 6 0.95� 10�7 K�1 GPa�1. It is

in agreement with the one derived from the Equation (1). All

of the results regarding the thermoelasticity of SiC, obtained

from current study and previous investigations using differ-

ent methods, are listed in Table I. The bulk modulus Ko of

SiC determined in the present study is slightly smaller than

the value obtained using a diamond anvil cell (DAC).40,41

This difference may be partially due to the inherently differ-

ent instrumental responses of two experimental setups (DAC

and large volume press) to non-hydrostatic stress distribution

within samples.

Fig. 4(a) shows the LDA generated curve set of

Helmholz free energy against volume at temperatures from

0 K to 1100 K. Table I also contains the values obtained from

the simulations. We see that the bulk modulus (K0) values

computed by LDA and PW91 are smaller than the experimen-

tal value by 6.7% and 13.9%, respectively. For the absolute

values of (@K/@T)P, the two computed results are also smaller

than the experimental counterparts. The difference between

theoretical and experimental values from Fig. 4 is small and

comparable to those in the literature where theoretical values

for KTo vary from 200 to 250 GPa.42 The variety of function-

als and implementation of the first-principles methods lead to

this variation. Apart from these variations in computational

techniques, the single crystalline setup in the simulation is dif-

ferent from the actual experimental high P-T conditions where

microstructures and complexity of stress distribution across

the sample exist. Modeling these higher order effects is out-

side the scope of current state of the art first-principles

computations.

As described earlier, we assumed that K0 ¼ 4 in the pro-

cedure of experimental data fitting. In Table I, the values of

computed K0 are 3.9 (LDA) and 4.0 (GGA). Throughout the

temperature range of the simulations, K0 remains between

FIG. 3. The thermal pressure (Pth) of SiC against temperature. The relation

between the thermal pressure and unit cell volume at a given temperature is

plotted in the inset. The approximate constant value, showed by the straight

dashed line, of the thermal pressure at a given temperature indicates that the

thermal pressure is independent on the unit cell volume at a fixed temperature.
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3.9 and 4.0 for both approximations. Therefore, K0 ¼ 4 was a

very reasonable assumption. We also assumed that both K
and a linearly depend on T, characterized by (@K/@T)P and

aþ bT, respectively. Since the simulations give us more

sampling points of T, we analyzed the linearity of K and a

with the data output of the LDA simulation. In Fig. 4(b),

from 300 K to 1100 K, the temperature range explored in

the experiment, K does linearly depend on T. On the other

hand, a curvature of a in Fig. 4(c) is slightly more noticeable

in the same temperature range. This indeed adds imprecision

to the estimation of a at a specific T. Table II summarizes

this effect. The ambient condition (300 K) values of a deter-

mined from experiment or two simulations through aþ bT

are all greater than 9� 10�6 K�1. However, if we use the

direct output from Phonopy calculations, described by the

curve in Fig. 4(c), the values, 7.19� 10�6 K�1 (LDA) and

8.26� 10�6 K�1 (PW91), are much closer to the reference

value 8.31� 10�6 K�1.

In summary, we have performed in situ XRD experi-

ment for SiC under pressures up to 8.1 GPa and temperatures

up to 1100 K. By fitting the measured P-V-T data to a modi-

fied high-T Birch-Murnaghan EOS, a complete set of ther-

moelastic parameters has been derived. An alternative

method, namely, thermal pressure approach, has been used

to calculate aKT(V300, T) and (@KT/@T)V, complementing the

results obtained from the modified Birch-Murnaghan EOS.

The bulk modulus Ko determined in the present study is

slightly smaller than those measured previously by using a

DAC. We also performed DFT calculations with two differ-

ent approximations, LDA and GGA-PW91. The computed

results generally agree with those determined by the experi-

ment, and the small discrepancy of the volumetric thermal

expansion is attributed to its deviation from the linear rela-

tionship with temperature.

The experimental work was carried out at the beam line

X17B2 of National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven

National Laboratory, which is supported by the Consortium

for Materials Properties Research in Earth Sciences

(COMPRES) under NSF cooperative Agreement EAR 01-

35554. Theoretical work was supported by NSF CMMI

1234777 and the Ohio Supercomputer Cluster.43 Portion of

this research was supported by the Michigan Space Grant

Consortium, the Research Faculty Fellowship of Oakland

University, and the National Nuclear Security Administration

under the Stewardship Science Academic Alliances program

through DOE Cooperative Agreement #DE-NA0001982.

TABLE I. Summary of the thermoelastic parameters of SiC. Except for (@a/@P)T, the numbers in parentheses are standard deviations from the least-squares

fits and refer to the last digit of the parameter values. The uncertainties of (@a/@P)T are estimated from the error propagation of Ko and (@K/@T)P.

References V0, Å3 K0, GPa K0
0 (@K/@T)P, GPa K�1

aT(K�1)¼ aþ bT

(@a/@P)T, GPa�1 K�1, 10�7 (@K/@T)V, GPa K�1a, 10�6 b, 10�8

This worka 82.85(1) 237(2) 4.0(fixed) �0.037(4) 5.77(1) 1.36(2) �6.53 6 0.64

This workb �0.041(6) �7.23 6 0.95 �0.028(4)

This workc 81.98 222 3.9 �0.014 5.91 1.08

This workd 84.77 205 4.0 �0.014 6.99 1.11

40 260(9) 2.9(3)

41 248(9) 4.0(3)

aBased on the measured P�V-T data and Eqs. (1) and (2).
bThermal pressure approach based on the measured data and Eqs. (3) and (4).
cLDA method.
dPW91 method.

FIG. 4. (a) The simulated Helmholz free energy against volume at different

temperatures obtained from the LDA simulation. Solid circles are LDA

computations. Solid lines connecting the circles are Birch-Murnaghan EOS

fits. Crosses are the minimum free energy values. (b) The dependence of K
on T obtained from the LDA simulation. (c) The dependence of a on T
obtained from the LDA simulation. Straight lines in (b) and (c) are linear

fits.

TABLE II. The experimentally measured and theoretically computed values

of a at 300 K. a_linfit denotes that the value is obtained from the linear fit,

while a is directly from the a-T curve. The simulated results are labeled as

LDA or PW91.

References a_linfit (300 K), K�1, 10�6 a (300 K), K�1 10�6

Experimental work 9.85

LDA 9.15 7.19

PW91 10.34 8.26

44 8.31
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